
NOVEMBER 19, 2019 SPECIAL TOWN MEETING WARRANT ARTICLES 

 

ARTICLE 4. APPROPRIATION FOR A FOUR SECTION DRISCOLL SCHOOL 

(ANANIAN TMM10, ET AL) 

 

ARTICLE 4 

Submitted by: C. Scott Ananian, TMM 10, (correspondent), Dave Gacioch, TMM 13, 

Beth Gilligan, Jesse Gray, TMM 10, Andreas Liu, TMM 10, Kim Loscalzo, A. Nicole 

McClelland, TMM 11. 

To see if the Town will vote to appropriate, borrow or transfer from available funds, 

$108,800,000, or any other sum, to be expended under the direction of the Building 

Commission, with any necessary contracts over $100,000 to be approved by the Select 

Board and the School Committee to reconstruct the Driscoll School, 

or act on anything relative thereto. 

 

ARTICLE 4 PETITIONERS’ EXPLANATION 

This is a duplicate of special appropriation item 32 under Article 9 submitted by the Advisory 

Committee for the May 2019 Town Meeting warrant. The special appropriation was converted to 

a resolution at the May 2019 Town Meeting; the resolution stated “that Town Meeting urges the 

Select Board to prepare a debt exclusion question specifically for a 4-section Driscoll School and 

to place said question on the ballot of a special town election, to be held no later than the Special 

Town Meeting in Fall 2019.” This resolution passed by a vote of 153-57-15. In anticipation of 

the Select Board potentially placing the called-for debt exclusion question on the ballot after the 

warrant closes, the original special appropriation is being resubmitted for the Fall Special Town 

Meeting warrant. As in the Spring, this article could be used to either appropriate the funds 

authorized by a debt exclusion passed by the voters before Town Meeting, converted to an 

appropriation contingent on a debt exclusion vote scheduled no more than 90 days after Town 

Meeting, or converted again to a resolution. 

 

As of the closing of the warrant, it is expected that the School Committee’s Capital 

Subcommittee will vote on a recommendation for a long-term capital plan including the Driscoll 

School at their September 10 meeting, and will present this recommendation to the full School 

Committee on September 12. The Select Board would have to vote to authorize a debt exclusion 

ballot by October 1 to hold an election on November 5, the traditional “first Tuesday in 

November” election day. There are no competing state or national elections this year. Delaying 

the election date past November 5 conflicts first with the Veterans Day weekend, and then with 

Town Meeting the following week. 


